In Quiz Mode students study image sets, each illustrating a word in different contexts. Then they select the word that corresponds to all the images.
InferCubulary for Your School

InferCubulary is built with schools and school districts in mind. With applications for individual, small group, and classroom use, InferCubulary is flexible enough to fit any teacher’s curriculum.

Powerful and intuitive tools help teachers save time lesson-planning while targeting vocabulary words by category from all grade levels and more than 120 popular book titles. As students use the application, detailed reports help teachers to track and measure progress.

In the Classroom
Time-saving lesson planning that targets specific words, books or grade levels.

At Home
Teachers can assign levels to students, who can access their account on any device.

On the Go
Encouraging students to continue InferCubulary during summer helps avoid a learning slide.

Solving the Literacy Gap in American Schools

65% of students are below proficient in reading comprehension

InferCubulary targets the building blocks of comprehension – vocabulary.
Students scored up to 19% higher than with conventional instruction.

These results are based on just a 6 week study of 75 regular education 5th grade students. Additional, larger studies are underway at several prominent universities to measure students’ continued improvement!

Original study performed by Dr. Michael Kennedy at the University of Virginia. Research is in review for publication in a peer-reviewed journal.

“These apps have taken the abstractness of many vocabulary words and have visually ‘painted the picture’…”

Stephanie McKew, Learning Specialist

Want to be on the cutting edge of vocabulary instruction?

We offer direct sales to schools, districts, teachers, SLPs and libraries
Contact us for a demo & pricing plans
InferCubulary.com • info@inercubulary.com • 410-960-2444